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Flight Lines

Cover Page: Ahhh, those were the days. Events, large crowds and
hamburgers. Chris Tynan off to the Flight Line with his Fokker at the
Warbirds over Awatoto event in February.
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CANCELLED – See Notice page 4
Stay home, be safe

Club Night Theme: Stay home, read a book, build, whatever.
Club Themed Flying Day: Amended to building something in your
workshop.
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__________________________________________________

HMAC REEKERS FLYING FIELD
CLOSED
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE IN RESPONSE TO
THE
COVID 19 VIRUS LEVEL 4 STATUS
Under the Government guidelines for level 4 we are taking the
response to mean "No to flying".
It's not so much that you may come across someone else and
spread/pickup the virus through contact, but more that if you
were to have a serious harm accident whilst there, you are
there on your own. Likewise, if someone else is there, they
shouldn't be put in the position of having to take care of you.
Also, any emergency response and care required takes away
from those that may need it under Covid19.
Furthermore, consider the possibility of the Virus spreading
through the action of opening gates, holding on to gate
handles, removing the Electric fence handles and lowering
fence standards around the field. All of these actions hold the
potential to transmit the virus through contact with surfaces.
Closing the field is a tough decision, but one the HMAC
Committee had to make.
Play it safe, stay at home, head to the workshop and build :-)
__________________________________________________________
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Presidents Report
Grant
So as everybody has being saying, we're living
in strange times. None of us are immune to
what's going on… and that’s a fact! I've been
working at home now for the past two weeks
and although some would say I have it lucky,
it certainly doesn't feel that way. I'm still
getting paid and that is a very real bonus, but I
understand many are not or at best, will be
receiving the government work subsidy. That’s really tough for many. I
feel for the community at large and at the very least hope our members
come through this in an okay shape.

Grant working from home…..”Yeah Right”
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As you will be aware by now, we have taken the steps necessary to close
the model flying field. There really wasn't a choice in the matter, but
more just a consequence of complying with the restrictions placed under
Covid19 level 4. I trust everyone has complied with this, as it’s for your
own safety and the safety of others. The information was published onto
our website and an email sent to members. When we are finally allowed
to re-open the flying field, we will communicate that or other
information in the same manner.
For now, many of the events around the country have been cancelled or
postponed for the foreseeable future. This obviously includes our Club
Nights as well, so they are currently on hold until further notice. With
the minimum requirement being the lifting of Level 4, it’s possible we
could have a club night in May or June, however it’s likely we will wait
longer until the risk is further reduced. Thank you to those that brought
along their projects for the March Club night meeting. It’s always good
to see what other people are up to and get some ideas for your own
projects.
Build a Biplane shelf
So speaking of work projects, a lot
more people (not me !) will now
have far more spare time on hand to
get into the workshop. It would be
great if you can help fill up next
months newsletter with some
photo’s of what you’ve been
working on and maybe a few words
to go along with it. Dave would
appreciate a flood of articles and
photo’s as there certainly is nothing
to publish in the way of flying events and flying photo’s. Keep it in mind
as you are working and share, share, share.
Club Annual Subs: Thank you to those club members that paid their
Subs on time before the 1st of April. This certainly helps the treasurer
get things sorted with Model Flying NZ in a timely fashion. Thank you
also to those few members that wrote in and advised they would no
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longer be renewing their membership. This saves us extra work chasing
you up. However, for now you will remain on our email mailing list
unless you tell us otherwise. That way, you will remain in touch with
club activities and if you feel the urge to rejoin at some point in the
future, we will be happy to welcome you back. (We also acknowledge
some may be unable to renew their membership at this time. A quiet
word to the treasurer would be appreciated so that we don’t add to your
current financial pressure and it also helps us plan ahead as well if we
know your plans).
Worth noting is part of a recent communication from Model Flying New
Zealand in regards to model flying under Level 4: “Provided that you
have paid your club subs you will be insured when flying. If you are
fortunate enough to have a home paddock, then enjoy your lockdown. If
you only fly at the club, there will be a wait til normal service is resumed.
CAA have clarified the current position on flying during the Alert level
4 restrictions. You cannot fly model aircraft other than over your own
property so that you remain within your "bubble". Flying over parks and
beaches is regarded as recreation and not exercise. Please don't fly over
other people’s property and respect neighbour’s privacy”. (so obviously
all club fields are off limits).
So that’s pretty much all I have for this month, nothing is normal and
won’t be for some time. Make the most of the time as best you can and
look after yourselves and the family/friends in your ‘Bubble’
Til the next issue of the newsletter, let’s be safe out there.
Grant.
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Message from the
treasurer:
Alan
Hi Guys,
Thanks to all those members that have
renewed their Club Membership for the
2020-21 Subscription year.
Since the email that was sent out to
members on 30 March only 8 further subs have been received.
This means that 25 subscriptions are overdue.
As I have previously stated, I would like to get them all down to MFNZ
early April. Remember as of 1st April those of you who have not
renewed your subs are no longer financial members
Therefore PLEASE URGENTLY PAY YOUR SUBS
To: Hamilton Model Aero Club Account No: 03 0314 0215645-00
Please ensure that your name is on the deposit.
2020 Subs are as follows:
Senior
$187.00
70years plus
$167.00
Family
$197.00
C/L Free Flight
$127.00
Junior
$ 65.00
Associate
$75.00
Remember, when we do get back into some flying activity, you will
need to be a member to retain your current benefits. Also, there is no
intention to allow half year fees for existing members who do not renew
at this time, as that would be unfair on those that have already renewed.
Thanks
Alan
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….

And just Before Covid19

Tauranga MAC’s IMAC & Pattern Aerobatics Event at Tect Park

Aunty (Giant Stik) & Frazer (Timber) hovering about Mount Taranaki at
New Plymouths Memorial Fly In Weekend.
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HMAC’s 2 I.C.
Gordon has his say
Well, here we are living in these turbulent and
uncertain times. I hope you are all coping with
the upheaval and disruptions to our lives as we
have known it but if everyone follows the rules
perhaps we will emerge from the other side of
Covid-19 OK. Please look after yourselves,
your families & friends.
We
are
very
fortunate
with
our
hobby/sport/pastime (call it what you will) that
we can still do a lot of things aeromodelling
whilst in self isolation/lockdown. I’m sure
there will have been a lot of workshop time
being put in while we are all stuck at home.
The upside to this is that there should be plenty of new, refurbished,
repaired models ready to go when the present crisis has passed and some
normality resumes. When this will be is anyone’s guess at the moment,
but it WILL happen!
One problem with all the workshop jobs being done is running out of
some vital component or supply and not being able to hop down to the
local shop to replenish. Maybe sometimes we will have to be a bit more
creative. However this is generally not an issue as it is sometimes fun to
try and come up with a “workaround”! Boredom issue solved!
Speaking of boredom whilst in lockdown, a neighbour of ours a couple
of properties along the road, has got creative and mowed a small golf
course in his front paddock! He is obviously a keen golfer who wants to
maintain his skills....the greens look bloody rough and challenging
though!
On a personal note I have been busy working on my Hurricane build
which I brought along to our last club meeting. It has progressed well
with all the spare time and is ready to paint although it may get halted
after priming due to a lack of suitable paint colours in my stocks. Never
mind, it will be a good excuse to start another project!
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So, in the meantime follow the rules, stay safe and keep in touch with
your club mates. This is very important to keep everyone’s spirits up and
stop going stir crazy!
Cheers
Gordon
__________________________________________________________
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And
from
Bulletin Editor:

the

Dave

First off, thank you to all those that
sent in articles of interest for the
newsletter. It certainly makes my job a lot easier.
I think I’ve got everyone’s contributions but if I’ve accidently left
anything out please let me know, the world hasn’t ended just yet so there
is always next month.
One of the scheduled events that were flown prior to home detention was
the North Island Vintage Champs held at Airsail MAC on March 14 – 16.
By all accounts it was a success with ideal conditions and lots of lift
once you found it. In fact the conditions were so good we had one flyer
from Tauranga whose aircraft decided it wanted to head north to
Auckland. I’m hoping by now someone has found it and let its owner
know.
A full report and pictures of this event can be found in the upcoming
AVANZ newsletter produced by Bernard Scott.

Bernard
Scott
about to get his
Super Simplex
under way in
Vintage
A
Texaco
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Wayne Cartwright (foreground) enjoying the good weather

As for my building projects I’m
currently building a new fuselage for
my Miss FX which was test flown at
the field in early March and was going
well until the Rx decided to unbind
itself from the Tx. I know some people
swear by Orange receivers, personally
I swear at them as I have only lost two
aircraft, both having Orange receivers
in them.
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Aircraft I Dream About—the Pander D
Bruce Pickering
What is the connection between a piece of furniture and an aeroplane?
They’re both made of wood—at least they used to be, nowadays its
MDF and aluminium. Harmen Pander, who had built his reputation and
fortune in the furniture trade, was the managing director of a furniture
company, which in a moment of inspiration, in 1924 bought the
bankrupt Vliegtuig Industrie Holland (Aircraft Industry Holland). He
established the H. Pander & Sons Dutch Aircraft Factory which
produced aircraft for ten years until the company was wound up in 1934.
They built a small number of training and sport aircraft, but perhaps the
most well known was Pander S4 Postjager, a three engined mail plane.
Later, apparently due to its frequent mechanical unreliability, it became
known as the Pechjager—“Pech” being Dutch for breakdown.

The first aircraft out of the fledging company’s hangar doors was the
Pander D, on 16 November 1924. It is described as a compact single
seat sport shoulder wing monoplane, that was an improved version of the
Holland H-2, by Vliegtuig Industrie Holland (VIH); the Holland H-2,
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was actually an evolution of the Carley C.12, designed by a certain Joop
Carley!
The Pander D’s low aspect ratio cantilever wing, of a thick aerofoil, was
built around two wooden box spars covered with three ply ahead of the
front spar, forming a D-box, and fabric to the rear. It was connected to
the top longerons by yoked U bolts. The fuselage consisted of three
wooden longerons in inverted triangle form, mounted on plywood
bulkheads. Covered entirely with plywood, carefully made upper and
lower fairings produced its overall rounded look. The circular cockpit,
which was cut out between the spars, placed the pilot so that he had a
good forward view and there were sizable cut outs in the wing trailing
edge at the root to provide rear downward view.

Empennage was conventional, as was the undercarriage, which consisted
of a “divided axle,” hinged on the central lower longeron and rubber
sprung V-form struts to the wing roots at the upper longerons. The small
coil sprung tailskid hinged with the rudder.
With a wingspan of 8.00 metres the aircraft was quite short at only 4.95
metres; although having a good tail moment the nose was very short. It
was light—empty weight 175kg, gross all-up weight 280kg—and this
would have contributed to the reasonable performance of 130 kph (81
mph) maximum speed. Landing speed was only 40 kph (25 mph). One
report said that the aircraft were much appreciated for their flight
characteristics as well as the quality of their finishing.
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The aeroplane was fitted with a variety of engines. For its first flight in
1923 a 1180cc twin cylinder Indian Chief motorcycle (my Dad had one
of them in his youth!) engine was installed. But its 10 hp was not
powerful enough, so was replaced by a slightly more powerful French
made 4 cylinder Sergant A engine. However, this proved to be
unreliable, so the 15 hp three cylinder Anzani inverted Y was installed,
covered by a round cowling through which the cylinders protruded.
Later a 30 hp Anzani was used. Probably because Alessandro Anzani
was a famous Italian motorcyclist, the aircraft became known as the
Flying Motorcycle.
The Pander D first
appeared in public at
the Paris Aero Show in
1924, being displayed
both on their stand and
in the air. In April 1925
the second prototype
visited the UK for
several days, giving
demonstrations
and
being flown by quite a
number of pilots. Later
that year one was back
in England for an air
race.
A total of ten aircraft
were produced, six
civilian
and
four
military.

Two were lost on test or delivery flights, while the others ended up in
Holland, France, Spain and Indonesia.
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Would it make a good model? Well, the large wing would be an
advantage, as would the reasonable tail moment. If it was built light, and
the nose carried enough weight so the correct centre of gravity could be
attained, why shouldn’t it fly well? The full sized one apparently did.
__________________________________________________________

Lavochkin La-7 Scale Project
Frazer Briggs

My LA7 project. 2.5m. It’s a CY ARF and flew great but it’s under
major reno. The paint they put on was crap. Flaking off the fibreglass in
some places. Black and Decker sheet sander, 50 grit paper, and the hose
running sorted that. Took ages !!!
Haven’t done anything on it for a while but it’s back on the model stand
due to the current climate.
Got some add on parts
from a guy in the US a
while back. Exhaust
exits.
Scoop
for
underneath.
New
canopy
frame
and
plastic. All these are
going
on
next.
Filled in all the stupid
over sized “China”
rivets and panel lines.
They just looked wrong.
Trina asked me a while
back when it was going
to be finished and I said, it’s a scale project, which is a bit like gardening.
Gardening is never really complete is it ?
Time to start gardening again.
Who else has their gloves on ?
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Club Captains Report
Sel
How about keeping in touch thru' this guys
re: what's happening in the workshop, may
help the sanity.
I'm currently working on 1/4 scale
spacewalker. Should keep me going for a
while. Have a couple of other models on
standby to build if required. It's times like this that I feel fortunate to be
involved in this hobby even if we can't fly. Keep smiling guys cheers
SEL
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And yet more from Sel
(Some good advice here…Ed)
Any one getting bored out there yet, run out of building or assembling,
done all the crash repairs and got the workshop looking immaculate.
This is a good time to do some preventative maintenance so that when
you get to the field you don't lose a model or not get to fly because the
model is no longer airworthy.
I usually try and give my models a good clean at the first opportunity, I
find car polish on ARF's is really good for this or just use your favourite
cleaner. Here are some of the things you might check once you've done
this : Give all the control surfaces a "pull" to check hinge wear and
security.
 Tension and fraying of pull pull and rigging wires.
 All servo leads fully plugged in and safety clips in place.
 Servo arm screws not missing and check for tightness.
 Control rods secure at both ends and lock nuts tight.
 Wheel axle collar grub screws firm (how often do we see wheels
fall off at the field?).
I like to remove cowls frequently, this can uncover all sorts of gremlins.
Lots of other things you can check during your inspections but with the
number of models some of you have that should keep you busy for a
while. If you've still got some time there's always batteries to cycle,
lipo's to put on storage charge, props to balance, covering to tighten etc.
Looking forward to seeing lots of new models at the field once the
current restrictions are lifted.
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dH 71 Tiger Moth—the single wing monoplane
84’ wingspan, fitted with a RCGF 30 engine
Painted in scale gold and black colours
I can sell with or without engine and with or without servos
Cessna 336 Skymaster twin, ARF by EMS
Front engine RCG 20, rear engine DLE 20
White and blue
Can sell with engines and servos or without
They are both good fliers, the Cessna flies with one engine out very well.
If anyone is interested, please phone or email
And we can discuss details.
Bruce Pickering
Mobile 0212383572
Home 092832240
bpickering@slingshot.co.nz
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Also:

4 x Savox SC-0251 mg servos,
Bought for a 1/4 scale project that never
got going.
Removed from packing and bench
run/tested only.
As new, 4 for the price of 3, $150 for
the set.
Jeremy Madley
021 289 4889.
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But wait, there’s more good stuff:
This kit is being re-advertised. Come on people, a fantastic project for
an enthusiastic builder, now is the time….Ed.

JERRY BATES USA Bearcat plans and short wood kit.
1/5 scale.
Came from the NZ distributor Avetek.
Cost NZ $620 +. I’m wanting $375 to a club member.
Jeremy Madley
021 289 4889
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_______________________________________________________________

I dont know if this will be useful at all, but my Spektrum DX9 recently
quit working (bad power switch and trainer socket) and I've since
replaced the transmitter. If anyone is in need of a semi-complete DX9
for parts, let me know and I'll bring it along for the next meeting. Free
to a good (or semi good) home. Please contact Dorian if you are
interested…Ed.
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Stan and Dorians Big Day out
Grant came over and we sorted out the Super Cub and it is going great.
Now all I need is to sort the wheels out but it is a keeper. The 180 flies
very well, Dorian flew his cub and is happy with his new DX9
transmitter.

Dorian’s new build is a Sig 1/4 scale Cub and will be powered by a 120
four stroke. This is currently being built with me keeping eye on it
Cheers
Stan
24

Dorian’s 1/4 Scale Cub
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Gloster Gladiator
Phil Hall
I am known to be a bit impetuous at times when it comes to buying
models and when I saw a large Gloster Gladiator bi-plane for sale on
Trademe I had to have it. So I did the deal and my daughter and I shot
off to Hastings to pick it up. There was a little bit of panic when the
plane would not fit in the car but with a little bit of push and shove we
made it but had a wingtip close to an ear for 4 hours.
The Gloster Gladiator was the first bi-plane fighter with a closed-in
canopy and the last bi-plane used by the RAF in combat service during
the Second World War. They were no match against the German
monoplanes. Five Gladiators valiantly defended Malta in the early stages
until the Hurricanes arrived.

On inspection at home I was pleased with the build of the Gladiator but
some of the finishing was not flash (or how I would have done it). It was
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ready to fly with a 65cc chainsaw motor up front and my plan was to fly
it and go from there. However, the weather was rubbish the following
weekend so I started an upgrade (3 years ago)
The model was covered in Solartex and was in reasonable condition so I
made the decision at the outset to leave it as is and go with a weathered
look. In due course there was a bit of hangar rash so ended up with a few
patches (bullet holes) as well.
At the tail end, blocks of balsa had been used for the fairings but had
been painted with little or no preparation and the balsa grain was
showing through. These were ripped out and replaced and the vertical
stabiliser covering was removed because it had several layers of paint.
There was a servo operated tail wheel with the servo hanging out in the
breeze underneath and this was also removed and the area reconstructed.
Next was the front hatch that houses all the batteries. It had not been
covered very well. The hatch was made from blue foam which I glassed
with light cloth. I was a bit too hard on the sanding, as, when I came to
prime and paint, several holes appeared and I spent hours trying to refill
and sand to get a good finish. It would have been quicker to rebuild the
hatch.
The large cowl was built from balsa and must have been a huge task to
make. It had 11 blisters to mimic the full size rotary but were far too big.
I made up a balsa plug and then a mould from latex and reproduced
smaller blisters. At this point I reviewed the power plant which had well
engineered attachment plates and control arms but not for me. I bought
an EME 55cc motor which is basically a direct copy of the DLE. I also
had to have an on board starter.
On to the under carriage legs which had been wrapped with strips of
Solartex and painted without much consideration for the finish. The
covering was removed and the legs glassed and repainted.
The pushrods and servos where a mixture of old and new so were
removed and tidied up.
I had planned to leave the wings alone but could not help myself. The
gaps between the aileron control surfaces were far too big and were
driven by the time gone single servo with bell cranks and Nyrod tubes. I
removed the servo and bell cranks but had not given much not given
much thought about how to get a servo leads along the wings without
cutting the wings open. However, with a bit of patience I managed to get
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twisted servo extension leads up the Nyrod tubes. Re-hinging the
ailerons to minimise the gap was the next challenge and chewed up a lot
of time and effort.
I knew about the Gladiator in the Shuttlewoth Collection and from the
outset had planned to replicate the colour scheme. I reviewed a number
of photos and videos and I saw a head on video of the Gladiator landing
with flaps/brakes deployed and just had to retrofit these on to my model.
This was a bigger job than I expected as I had to lift and cut the covering
and gouge out cedar trailing edges and balsa ribs to accept 3mm
plywood.
The cockpit also took on a change with an instrument panel, pilot and
sliding canopy. I made up a plug for the canopy and then used a
homemade canopy puller and hot air gun to complete the task with
reasonable success. I also added a radiator. I did not want to re-paint the
whole model so I over coated the repairs with silver paint and then added
decals that had been removed earlier in the tidy up phase.
Grant test flew the Gladiator but landed fairly quickly as something was
amiss. So home it went and after fixing the issue is was winched back
into the roof of my garage for another day which never came.
Since then I bought a Beaver as a float plane prospect. I also bought a
Saito FG 60R3 to go in the Beaver but it was too big (cowl wise), so I
fitted it to the Gladiator. Has been run up and sounds brilliant. Next
impulse has to be another flight as I am often asked when or what year
this might happen.
It is amazing how much time I spent carrying out these quick tweaks.
There were times of “what I am doing” and I had a significant drop in
motivation. It was a long and frustrating task but I am pleased with the
outcome. I don’t think I will rush into a similar challenge anytime soon.
On a recent trip to the UK I went to the Shutleworth Collection and saw
the real thing. Brilliant exhibition.
Phil’s Folley
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Parting Shot:

A sad day indeed. Especially when you need supplies.
But we’ll let Sel have the last word of the day, this is an absolute classic
given the circumstances:

“Here we are two days into a lockdown and the microwave
has shit itself. It's only about 25 years old and picks now as
a time to do this”.
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Coming Events 2020
All coming events are subject to confirmation by the organisers.
Please contact them in the first instance….Ed

April 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting - CANCELLED
April 8, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 RC Scale Competition – CANCELLED
April 11, 2020 - @ Venue to be confirmed
 RC Soaring Aerotow event – (Venue to be confirmed)
April 17, 2020 - April 19, 2020 @ (venue to be confirmed)
 RC Vintage NNI Contest and Rally – Blackfeet - CANCELLED
April 18, 2020 - April 19, 2020 @ Thames Blackfeet MAC, Ngatea
 RC Pylon Racing Series - CANCELLED
April 26, 2020 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa

May 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
May 13, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 RC Aerobatics Competition
May 17, 2020 - @ Airsail Model Aero Club, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 RC Pylon Racing Series and end of series BBQ
May 24, 2020 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 RC Vintage NNI Contest and Rally - Tuakau
May 30 -31, 2020 9:30 am @ Tuakau MAC

Next Flight Lines May 2020
May Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 6 May 2020

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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